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Automatic
Retractable Bollards

The following section 
contains only a 
fraction of the Urbaco 
product range.

For more information 
please request a
copy of the Urbaco 
General Catalogue.

www.urbaco.co.uk

A world of safe automation
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The models
Aquired by CAME in 2004, Urbaco are manufacturers of Automatic Retractable Bollards, 

Removable Bollards, Fixed Bollards and Posts. Since inventing the ‘retractable bollard’ 

Urbaco has developed many models of bollards to meet the technical and aesthetic 

standards and security needs of its clients. The Generation 6 line of bollards can be fixed, 

removable or retractable to compliment the existing Tradition range. The Luxor range 

maintains the same proven high performance standards; providing a strong physical 

presence and visual deterrant in all situations, even for projects on a restricted budget. 

Urbaco bollards are completely compatible with CAME products and accessories.

Colours

The range

Luxor Pneumatic

Diameter Height Weight Product Code

200 600 68 kg BPLUXE60LC

200 800 76 kg BPLUXE80LC

270 600 78 kg BPLUXF60LC

270 800 89 kg BPLUXF80LC

320 600 89 kg BPLUXG60LC

320 800 101 kg BPLUXG80LC

Lu
xo

R(Above Ground)

Urbaco Colour Ref. # RAL Ref. # Colour

TPUNO RAL 9017 Traffic Black

TPUGA RAL 7016 Anthracite Grey

TPUGR special Steel Grey

TPUGM special Aluminium Grey

TPUVK - Bronze Khaki Green

TRRED RAL 3020 Traffic Red

OPTIONAL Other colours are available on request, including the full 
range of RAL glossy / thermosetting powder paints.
Non-standard finishes may incur an additional cost. 
Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

NOTE: Bollards are supplied in RAL 3020 (Traffic Red) unless otherwise specified.

(of bollard head)

Acropole Pneumatic Hydraulic

Diameter Height Weight Product Code Product Code

120 500 54 kg BPACED50LC -

120 750 72 kg BPACED75LC -

200 500 87 kg BPACEE50LC BHACEE50

200 750 108 kg BPACEE75LC BHACEE75

250 500 113 kg BPACEF50LC BHACEF50

250 750 149 kg BPACEF75LC BHACEF75

Athéna Pneumatic Hydraulic

Diameter Height Weight Product Code Product Code

120 500 54 kg BPATND50LC -

120 750 72 kg BPATND75LC -

200 500 87 kg BPATNE50LC BHATNE50

200 750 108 kg BPATNE75LC BHATNE75

250 500 113 kg BPATNF50LC BHATNF50

250 750 149 kg BPATNF75LC BHATNF75

Chateauneuf Pneumatic Hydraulic

Diameter Height Weight Product Code Product Code

120 500 54 kg BPCHPD50LC -

120 750 72 kg BPCHPD75LC -

200 500 87 kg BPCHPE50LC BHCHPE50

200 750 108 kg BPCHPE75LC BHCHPE75

250 500 113 kg BPCHPF50LC BHCHPF50

250 750 149 kg BPCHPF75LC BHCHPF75

Cylinder Pneumatic Hydraulic

Diameter Height Weight Product Code Product Code

120 500 54 kg BPCLPD50LC -

120 750 72 kg BPCLPD75LC -

200 500 87 kg BPCLPE50LC BHCLPE50

200 750 108 kg BPCLPE75LC BHCLPE75

250 500 113 kg BPCLPF50LC BHCLPF50

250 750 149 kg BPCLPF75LC BHCLPF75

Vendôme Pneumatic Hydraulic

Diameter Height Weight Product Code Product Code

120 500 54 kg BPVDMD50ILC -

120 750 72 kg BPVDMD50ILC -

200 500 87 kg BPVDME50ILC BHVDME50I

200 750 108 kg BPVDME75ILC BHVDME75I

250 500 113 kg BPVDMF50ILC BHVDMF50I

250 750 149 kg BPVDMF75ILC BHVDMF75I
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Fewer shipping costs, ease of transport and 
application, extremely durable, these being just a few 
of the advantages of Luxor’s foldable foundation box. A 
foldable foundation box that is assembled on site in just 10 
minutes! It is made of 10/15 galvanised steel sheeting and 
is made to be quickly and practically installed thanks to 
its reduced weight. Another Urbaco idea, something new 
that we have thought up to save you time and space.

5

Foldable 
foundation box

Installation
The drawings below, show the relative underground 
dimensions of the hole’s perimeter and depth.
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Movement of the Luxor pneumatic bollard is signalled by light and sound. 
The illuminated ring improves the visibility of the bollard in all weather 
conditions, day or night. The acoustic signal helps ensure the safety of 
any pedestrians or cyclists in close proximity to the moving bollard.

The cast iron design of the head is engineered to be aesthetically more 
pleasing to the eye when the bollard is retracted as it perfectly integrates 
with the pavement. The cast-iron cover can be fixed with tamper-proof 
screws that can only be removed using a special key. The specially-
treated coating on the bollard’s body may be ordered in any RAL colour 
and ensures exceptional resistance to corrosion even under the most 
extreme weather conditions. (comes in RAL 3020 traffic red as standard).

Innovations in design mean that Luxor is lighter, more affordable and 
easier to install than its predecessors, without compromising security.

Visual and audible notification.
The illuminated ring is 
composed of 12 LED lights, 
designed to function even 
after impact, as they are 
protected within the centre
of the bollard. An audible 
warning siren also helps to 
ensure pedestrian safety 
during operation.

Advantages of Luxor

Lower shipping costs, 
easier  storage and 
transportation.
Made from 1.5mm thick 
galvanised steel, the folding 
foundation casing (above, 
right) can be assembled 
on-site in just 10 minutes. It 
is practical to install thanks 
to its reduced weight, yet 
remains extremely durable.

Automatic Retractable Bollards
Luxor148

Technologically advanced, affordable and secure.
Luxor, the newest addition to the Urbaco family, is a 
retractable pneumatic bollard developed to meet any 
and all requirements. Luxor is the ideal answer to meet 
the demands of heavy duty private use and public 
applications: business centres, supermarket chains, 
pedestrianised town centres, car dealerships, and 
architecturally sensitive sites where aesthetics are as 
important as public safety.

Fewer shipping costs, ease of transport and 
application, extremely durable, these being just a few 
of the advantages of Luxor’s foldable foundation box. A 
foldable foundation box that is assembled on site in just 10 
minutes! It is made of 10/15 galvanised steel sheeting and 
is made to be quickly and practically installed thanks to 
its reduced weight. Another Urbaco idea, something new 
that we have thought up to save you time and space.

5

Foldable 
foundation box

Installation
The drawings below, show the relative underground 
dimensions of the hole’s perimeter and depth.
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BPLUXE60 BPLUXF60 BPLUXG60 BPLUXE80 BPLUXF80 BPLUXG80

A 600 600 600 800 800 800

B 200 270 320 200 270 320

C 85 85 85 85 85 85

D 878 878 878 1078 1078 1078

E 393 393 413 393 393 413

F 363 363 383 363 363 383

G 197.5 197.5 197.5 197.5 197.5 197.5

H 680.5 680.5 680.5 880.5 880.5 880.5

I 452 452 473 452 452 473

J 422 422 443 422 422 443

7

6 different
models
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Technical features
Type luxor
Material cast steel
Time to descent 3 - 5 secs
Height above ground 600 mm or  800 mm
Working pressure 6/8 bar
Max opening force (Newtons) from 1500 to 1918 (depending on height and diameter of bollard)

operating temperature (°c/°F) -20 °c to 70 °c        -4 °F to 158 °F       (Note: a heater is available if installing in exceptionally exposed areas)

 

Automatic retractable bollards (supplied with folding foundation casing)   
 
BPLUXE60LC
BPLUXE80LC
BPLUXF60LC
BPLUXF80LC
BPLUXG60LC
BPLUXG80LC

 

Accessories

BOEVB-LUX

U100

U200

CC6U200PRR
CC6U200PRS

The complete range

Luxor pneumatic bollard.
Comes with foundation casing to suit (see below), 25m of air hose, zinc coating 
and powder coated paint finish (available in 6 RAL colours). Fitted with fail OPEN 
security device as standard, which allows bollard to drop in the event of a power cut. 
Switching cable not included.
Note: All bollards, if not in stock, have a delivery schedule of 4-8 weeks. 

Folding foundation casings. The correct foundation case is supplied with the ‘LC’ 
codes above.

Made from 1.5mm thick galvanised steel, the new foundation cases are essential to 
guarantee a simple, successful installation. They are delivered ‘flat packed’, which 
makes them easier and more economical to transport, and they take just 10 minutes
to assemble on site.

Fail SAFE security device.
Bollards remain in the UP position in the event of a power failure.

Control panel for one access and one or two pneumatic retractable bollards.

Control panel for two accesses and up to eight bollards (dependant on size).

230V A.C. technical control centre. Varnished steel protective cabinet (600 x 800 x 
300mm) includes U200 control panel with built in radio receiver, and an intensive 
use air compressor with pressure gauge and safety valve.

URBACO 
CATALOGUE
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Urbaco generation 6 bollards require little or no periodic maintenance. 
With resistance levels of more than 4.5 million operation cycles* without 
any breakdown or need for replacement parts CAME are able to offer a 
10-year limited parts warranty on these products. In addition to this, 
structural parts are totally interchangeable. With 5 bollard head designs 
(available in 3 diameters and 2 heights) and custom powder-coated paint 
colours (additional charge may be incurred), Generation 6 bollards can 
compliment any architectural situation.

The patented Monobloc® casing has a very high impact resistance as it 
is formed from cast steel up to 24 mm thick. Cast in one piece from 
steel, it fully protects the bollard. Shock energy received by the bollard is 
divided into the counter components before disipating through the 
embedded casing. A guiding ring of thick plastic eases the travel of the 
bollard up and down reducing friction and noise. The bollard head itself 
(11mm thick cast steel) provides superior mechanical resistance. A solid, 
single piece, it integrates smoothly with the guide rails and is designed 
to withstand the harshest of conditions.
* official certificate available upon request

High impact resistance.
Impact resistance has been 
certified from 2,500 to 
15,000 joules* depending on 
the size and model. Three 
Generation 6 bollards 
together have shown an 
impact resistance of up to 
675,000 joules!
(or 7 tons at 31 mph).

Advantages of 
Generation 6

Automatic Retractable Bollards

hydraulic/pneumatic

Generation 6150

Maximum protection for highly sensitive locations.
The result of over 20 years experience, the sixth 
generation of Urbaco’s retractable bollards are 
manufactured from three separate parts, each cast 
solidly in one piece. There is no mechanical welding 
involved, no parts assembly with bolts or screws and no 
wearing parts with limited lifespan, ensuring an almost 
indestructable means of vehicular access control. 

Urbaco Generation 6 retractable bollards can 
be activated by either hydraulic or pneumatic 
compressors. Pressurised oil offers greater force and 
resistance to vertical loads, while compressed air 
offers simplicity and the option for greater distance 
between the bollard and technical centre.

Note: Please refer to the URBACO CATALOGUE for fixed and
mechanical versions of these models, or visit www.urbaco.co.uk.
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Automatic retractable bollards   

BPCLPD50LC
BPCLPD75LC
BPCLPE50LC
BPCLPE75LC
BPCLPF50LC
BPCLPF75LC

BPATND50LC
BPATND75LC
BPATNE50LC
BPATNE75LC
BPATNF50LC
BPATNF75LC

BPACED50LC
BPACED75LC
BPACEE50LC
BPACEE75LC
BPACEF50LC
BPACEF75LC

BPCHPD50LC
BPCHPD75LC
BPCHPE50LC
BPCHPE75LC
BPCHPF50LC
BPCHPF75LC

BPVDMD50ILC
BPVDMD75ILC
BPVDME50ILC
BPVDME75ILC
BPVDMF50ILC
BPVDMF75ILC

Accessories

U100

U200

The complete range

Cylinder model bollard.
With monobloc® casing and cover. Comes with foundation casing to suit (see bottom), 
25m of air hose, zinc coating and powder coated paint finish (available in 6 RAL 
colours). Switching cable not included.

Note: All bollards, if not in stock, have a delivery schedule of 4-8 weeks. 

Athena model bollard with wide vertical grooves.
With monobloc® casing and cover. Comes with foundation casing to suit (see bottom), 
25m of air hose, zinc coating and powder coated paint finish (available in 6 RAL 
colours). Switching cable not included.

Note: All bollards, if not in stock, have a delivery schedule of 4-8 weeks. 

Acropole model bollard with thin vertical flutes.
With monobloc® casing and cover. Comes with foundation casing to suit (see bottom), 
25m of air hose, zinc coating and powder coated paint finish (available in 6 RAL 
colours). Switching cable not included.

Note: All bollards, if not in stock, have a delivery schedule of 4-8 weeks. 

Chateauneuf model bollard with horizontal grooves.
With monobloc® casing and cover. Comes with foundation casing to suit (see bottom), 
25m of air hose, zinc coating and powder coated paint finish (available in 6 RAL 
colours). Switching cable not included.

Note: All bollards, if not in stock, have a delivery schedule of 4-8 weeks. 

Vendôme inox stainless steel bollard.
With monobloc® casing and cover. Comes with foundation casing to suit (see below), 
reflective strip, 25m of air hose, zinc coating and powder coated paint finish (available 
in 6 RAL colours). Switching cable not included.

Note: All bollards, if not in stock, have a delivery schedule of 4-8 weeks. 

Folding foundation casings. The correct foundation case is supplied with all ‘LC’ codes.

Made from 1.5mm thick galvanised steel, the new foundation cases are essential to 
guarantee a simple, successful installation. They are delivered ‘flat packed’, which 
makes them easier and more economical to transport, and they take just 10 minutes
to assemble on site. 

Control panel for one access and one or two pneumatic retractable bollards.

Control panel for two accesses and up to nine bollards (dependant on size).

Technical features
Type cylinder athéna acropole chateauneuf Vendôme
Material cast steel cast steel cast steel cast steel cast / stainless steel
bollard head thickness 11mm 11mm 11mm 11mm 13mm
Height above ground 500 mm or  750 mm
bollard diameter 120 mm, 200 mm or 250mm
Tested durability 4.5 million operation cycles
Impact resistance (Joules) up to 9000 (depending on height and diameter of bollard)

operating temperature (°c/°F) -10 °c to 55 °c        14 °F to 131 °F       (Note: an internal heater kit is available if installing in exceptionally exposed areas)

 

URBACO 
CATALOGUE
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for Automatic Retractable Bollards
Technical Centres152

Flexible control options.
For all automatic rising bollards, 
Urbaco technical control centres are 
made up of three items; The control 
panel, the compressor and the 
cabinet. Altering the configuration of 
these items will allow you to control 
different combinations of bollards.

Sound-proofing

Standard 230v technical 
centre.
This rust-proof cabinet 
contains all the necessary 
hardware to run up to 4 
automatic retractable 
bollards. The heavy duty air 
compressor is designed to 
operate under intensive-use 
situations and requires little 
or no periodic maintenance.

U200 control panel.
The state of the art control 
panel runs limit switches, 
lights indicating bollard 
position, induction loops, 
and remote control 
actuators by dry contact as 
well as compressor 
surveillance. A maximum of 
two optional U201 
expansion cards can be 
built into the box, allowing 
you to run a 2nd and 3rd 
accessways.

As well as the option to purchase individual elements to suit your needs, 
Urbaco technical control centres are available in standard configurations 
to suit the majority of requirements. Compressors are supplied pre-
prepared to accept 10mm automatic bollard air line supplied with all 
bollards enless otherwise stated.

All URBACO control centres (and therefore automatic bollards) can be 
operated by the usual range of CAME radio transmitters, keypads, card 
readers, induction loops etc. and can easily accomodate a wide range of 
safety loops and detectors.

pre-assembled control centres

Limits to use
Features cU0011PP cU0011PPr cc6U200Pr cc6U200Prs

Max no. of small pneumatic bollards 4 6 8 8
Max no. of large pneumatic bollards 2 3 4 4
operation intermittence 50% (15 mins oN - 15 mins oFF) 40% 40%
shock index IK 10 (1kg at 50cm)
Min operating temperature (°c/°F) -10 °c  /  14 °F (Note: an internal heater kit is available if necessary)

Max operating temperature (°c/°F) 55 °c   /  131 °F

built-in isolation switch No No No No
sound insulation YEs YEs No YEs
limit switch management YEs YEs YEs YEs
reserve compressor capacity (l) 0 5 10 10

 230V a.c.

Compressors and control centres shown on these 
pages are NOT SILENT when operating. Urbaco 
compressors can reach up to 66dB during operation. 
Noise output can be reduced by fitting sound 
insulation inside the ocntrol centre cabinet.

Please call us on 0115 9210 430
to discuss your requirements.
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Technical features
Technical control centre cU0011PP cU0011PPr cc6U200Pr cc6U200Prs
cabinet Material 1.5mm thick steel 1.5mm thick steel 1.5mm thick steel 1.5mm thick steel
surface Finish ral 7035 (grey). Phosphatation, passivation, neutralisation and polyester coating of 60μm by electro-static powdering.
Protection rating IP44 (control panel is IP54) IP44 (control panel is IP54) IP44 (control panel is IP54) IP44 (control panel is IP54)
Power supply (V) 230V a.c. (2 P+E) 230V a.c. (2 P+E) 230V a.c. (2 P+E) 230V a.c. (2 P+E)
dimensions (mm) H 600 x  l 400 x W 260 H 800 x  l 600 x W 260 H 600 x  l 800 x W 300 H 600 x  l 800 x W 300
Weight (Kg) - - - -
Ventilation Natural Natural Natural Natural
  230V a.c.

Technical Control Centre Operational Limits (Max No. of Bollards)

Diameter of bollard (mm)

Height of bollard (mm)

Accessways Generation 6 Luxor Range

ø 120 ø 200 ø 250 ø 200 ø 270 ø 320

h 500 h 750 h 500 h 750 h 500 h 750 h 600 h 800 h 600 h 800 h 600 h 800

CC0011PP 1 - 3 4 3 3 2 2 2 - - - - - -

CC0011PPR 1 - 3 6 4 4 3 3 3 - - - - - -

CC6U200PR 1 - 3 - - - - - - 8 6 7 5 6 4

CC6U200PRS 1 - 3 - - - - - - 8 6 7 5 6 4

Pre-assembled control centres - recommended for use with Generation 6 bollards
  
CC0011PP

CC0011PPR

Pre-assembled control centres - recommended for use with Luxor bollards

CC6U200PRR

CC6U200PRS

Accessories

U200

U201

COREH02-LUX

RPURA15

The complete range

230V A.C. technical control centre. Varnished steel sound-insulated cabinet
(600 x 400 x 260mm) contains U200 control panel with built in radio receiver, and an 
intensive use air compressor with pressure gauge and safety valve.

230V A.C. technical control centre. Varnished steel sound-insulated cabinet
(800 x 600 x 260mm) contains U200 control panel with built in radio receiver, large 
intensive-use air compressor with pressure gauge, safety valve and 5L air reserve. 

230V A.C. technical control centre. Varnished steel protective cabinet (600 x 800 x 
300mm) includes U200 control panel with built in radio receiver, and an intensive 
use air compressor with pressure gauge and safety valve.

230V A.C. technical control centre. Varnished steel cabinet with sound-insulation 
(600 x 800 x 300mm) includes U200 control panel with built in radio receiver, and an 
intensive use air compressor with pressure gauge and safety valve.

Control panel for one access and up to eight Luxor or six Generation 6 retractable 
bollards (dependant on size). With space for up to 2 optional U201 expansion cards 
for additonal accessways.

Expansion card. Allows additional accessway to be controlled using the U100 panel.

Plinth for floor-mounting Luxor control centres.

Automatic purge valve for Luxor control centres.

URBACO 
CATALOGUE
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